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In this paper we present what is thought to be the world’s shortest correct exact real
arithmetic program. The aim is to provide a tractable starting point for formal analysis and
further development. In addition the program presented here allows beginners to the ﬁeld
to easily experiment with a practical implementation in order to understand some of the
issues involved.
The algorithms used have been validated using PVS which provides some grounds for
believing them to be correct. However, as neither PVS nor Haskell have been similarly
validated, semantic problems in either PVS or Haskell might still undermine the work.
A slightly shorter program with the same functionality could be written, but there would
be a signiﬁcant degradation in performance. By performing better range reduction, the
performance could be increased. However, we would lose the correctness proofs and the
program would become a bit longer and even more opaque.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Various attempts have been made to validate exact arithmetics before. Ménissier provides a hand proof of an exact
arithmetic [9]. Niqui has provided Coq speciﬁcations and proofs for a Möbius Transformation style implementation of some
transcendental functions [13]. Muñoz et al. provide a formal presentation of interval arithmetic [5,12], and Lester [8,7]
provides a PVS validation of a restricted set of operations for an exact arithmetic. The new material in this paper is that
concerning the formal proofs of correctness of the transcendental functions sin(x) and cos(x) and of ln(x) and exp(x).
Previous papers have dealt with basic arithmetic and inverse trigonometric functions in this framework; for a general
overview see [10].
The key to eﬃcient evaluation of exact arithmetic lies in choosing a good range reduction which restricts the domain
over which the associated power series is evaluated. In this paper we choose a fairly large domain, as this simpliﬁes the
proof and presentation. For a realistic implementation, competitive in the annual exact arithmetic competition, a much more
sophisticated scheme needs to be used [1].
2. Theorem provers for real arithmetic
There are currently a number of theorem provers (or proof assistants) that could be used for this work, all of which have
features in their favour and potential drawbacks. The three obvious candidates are: PVS [14], Isabelle/HOL [15], and Coq [4].
The ﬁrst consideration is whether to follow Coq and restrict oneself to constructive logic, or follow PVS/HOL and permit
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extension to Coq that introduces the (nonconstructive) reals. Actually, this is something of a red herring; the real problem I
have with using Coq is that of ensuring constructivity in each proof. My heart quails at the prospect. In it’s favour, Coq
permits automatic extraction of executable code from the speciﬁcation [2].
The respective merits of PVS and Isabelle/HOL are ﬁnely balanced. Given that the intended use of the NASA/PVS library is
the veriﬁcation of aerospace algorithms, PVS is arguably better suited to real number applications. It also lays claim to being
the fastest of the two. The disadvantages of PVS are signiﬁcant in this application. Firstly, it has a remarkable dependent
type system. The problem with this is that most of the bugs in the PVS system lie in this type system, making PVS a
bit unreliable. The other signiﬁcant problem is that it is biased towards total functions. Although partial functions can be
deﬁned, there is no way to deﬁne executable partial functions. As we shall see, this is unfortunate. Had it been more capable
with real numbers when this work started (in 1998), it would have made more sense to use Isabelle/HOL. The automatic
extraction of code from Isabelle/HOL is more reliable than that of PVS, which has only a limited capability in this regard.
Some versions of HOL appear to permit more general recursive functions than the primitive recursive functions allowed in
PVS.
If such a system existed, I’d like PVS’s high-level ﬂexibility, facility with real numbers and transcendental functions and
overall speed, Coq’s automatic code extraction facility, and HOL’s facility with partial functions. Well I can dream, can’t I?
There are two points in favour of using PVS in this work; ﬁrstly, in conjunction with the NASA libraries, there is exten-
sive coverage of the principal functions needed for this paper and their properties. In addition, it is possible to exploit the
underlying LISP system to directly execute the speciﬁcation. However, this turns out to be both slow and tiresome. Slow,
because the LISP implementation is not running a modern, eﬃcient, integer package such as GMP. Tiresome, because when-
ever we use a partial function – such as reciprocal – we need to check that an argument is in the domain of the underlying
total function, which initiates a PVS proof.
So, a translation from executable PVS to Haskell is undertaken. This is relatively automatic, but obviously introduces the
possibility of errors being re-introduced into the Haskell implementation. An alternative approach which does not require
this translation phase is that of Bauer and Kavkler [3].
3. The basic system
The computable reals of this exact arithmetic are represented by computable functions of type N → Z. The intended
semantics is that the computable real x is represented by a function f with the Cauchy property that for all n ∈ N:
|x − f (n)2n | < 2−n . This is the so-called fast binary Cauchy representation of computable reals (for further details of this and
other representations of the computable real numbers see [6]). Contrast this with the more usual representation of com-
putable reals in [16] as a computable function g :N→Q with the Cauchy property that for all n ∈N: |x− g(n)| < 2−n . The
two representations are theoretically equivalent, however there is no limit on the space required to represent the rational
numbers in the second case.
In the Haskell implementation we take advantage of the fact that we will not require more than 232 bits of a number, as
it would not be likely to ﬁt into the memory available. Also, we require operations on this data structure, so Haskell requires
us to make use of the constructor CR_. Note carefully that an integer i is uniquely represented as the function f (n) = i2n;
in particular 0 is represented as f (n) = 0. Other computable reals, such as π and 13 will have multiple representations.
The basic operation of addition is now written in raw PVS as:
cauchy_add(cx,cy):cauchy_real = (LAMBDA p: round((cx(p+2) + cy(p+2))/4))
In Haskell this becomes the lines:
x + y = binary 2 (+) x y
-- (where we elsewhere define)...
binary n f (CR_ x’) (CR_ y’) = CR_ (\p -> rnd((f (x’ (p+n)) (y’ (p+n)))%2^n))
As we can see, this translation process is not particularly troublesome.
One last basic operation to consider is reciprocal, as this demonstrates the problems that occur with partial functions. In
Haskell we have:
recip (CR_ x’) = CR_ (\p -> let s = head [n | n <- [0..],3<=abs (x’ n)]
in rnd (2^(2*p+2*s+2)%(x’ (p+2*s+2))))
Provided that the computable real (CR_ x’) is nonzero then the value of s is deﬁned, but if we are taking the reciprocal
of 0 then there is no n for which 3 abs (x’ n) (since x’ n= 0 for all n), thus s is undeﬁned, and the computation
fails to terminate. In PVS, the calculation of s is deﬁned as a primitive recursive function; this can only make sense when
the computable real is nonzero.
In PVS we ﬁrst deﬁne the value of s, and then ensure that it can also be constructively deﬁned using
minimum_inv_aux:
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= min_nat.min({s | 3 <= abs(nzcx(s))})
minimum_inv_aux(nzcx:cauchy_nzreal,s:{n:nat | n <= minimum_inv(nzcx)}):
RECURSIVE nat
= IF 3 <= abs(nzcx(s)) THEN s ELSE minimum_inv_aux(nzcx,s+1) ENDIF
MEASURE (LAMBDA (nzcx:cauchy_nzreal,s:{n:nat | n <= minimum_inv(nzcx)}):
IF 3 <= abs(nzcx(s)) THEN 0
ELSE minimum_inv(nzcx)-s ENDIF)
Failing to deﬁne the operation constructively results in direct execution of the PVS becoming impossible. Along with a
number of other basic algorithms (subtraction, multiplication, square root, division, π and arctangent) this material has
appeared in [8,7].
4. Validation of an exact arithmetic
With the basic functions implemented, we turn to the evaluation of simple transcendental functions, for which we need
to evaluate the power series
∑∞
i=0 aixi . For the simple cases we have in mind, we can make the simplifying assumptions
that the coeﬃcients are nonzero rationals, have decreasing absolute values less than or equal to one, and that the point x
at which we wish to evaluate the power series is also less than or equal to one. A more general version of power series
evaluation could be written, but this would make the execution less eﬃcient, as well as making the proofs of correctness
signiﬁcantly more complicated.
The parameters required by the Haskell function power_series are the series of rationals, and a function f : N→ N
representing the convergence of the power series, along with the point x at which we wish to evaluate the power series.
Provided x is evaluated to a suﬃciently high precision, we can calculate an approximation to
∑∞
i=0 aixi using rational
arithmetic and the single approximation to x. It turns out that to evaluate
∑∞
i=0 aixi to within 2−n we require x to be
evaluated to a precision of n + 6 + 2log2( f (n) + 1), under the assumption that f is a strictly increasing function on
the naturals, i.e. f (n)  n. In fact, f is encoding how many extra terms of the series beyond n are required to ensure
convergence. Details are in [7].
In the remainder of this section we present the new work, which consists of the extensions necessary to handle sin(x),
cos(x), log(x) and exp(x). The identities needed had already been proved by Rick Butler and were available in the PVS/NASA
library. In addition, the author added the Taylor series identities to these libraries. It is for this reason (ready availability)
that Taylor series have been selected rather than more eﬃcient approximations such as Chebyschev polynomials.
For sin(x) and cos(x) we use the traditional Taylor series approximation with x restricted to the domain − 3π16 < x < 3π16 .
Notice that 0 x2 < 12 and that in the Taylor series approximation for sin(x) and cos(x) each coeﬃcient is less than or equal
to 1. Therefore, for p bits of accuracy we need at most p + 2 terms of the power series and we perform the calculations
involved in the summation also at p + 2 bits of accuracy. We may therefore make use of the power_series function
previously described. In Haskell we have:
sin_dr,cos_dr :: CR -> CR
sin_dr x = x*power_series sin_seq (+2) (x*x)
cos_dr x = power_series cos_seq (+2) (x*x)
The critical part now is to ﬁnd a computable way to divide up the domain so that we only ever apply sin and cos to
arguments in the interval (− 3π16 , 3π16 ). For both sin(x) and cos(x) we calculate the integer closest to k =  4xπ  evaluated
to two bits accuracy. It is this approximation that causes the argument interval to be wider than the expected (−π8 , π8 ).
Deﬁning y = x − kπ4 ∈ (− 3π16 , 3π16 ), and knowing the remainder mod 8 of k we can reconstruct sin(x) and cos(x) in terms
of sin(y), cos(y) and
√
1
2 = sin( π4 ) = cos( π4 ). The splitting is performed by trig_rr, and reconstruction by sin_rc and
cos_rc. Details of these functions is provided in Appendix A. In PVS the proofs of the seven theorems and three type
judgements resulted in a 7222 line proof ﬁle.
For the natural logarithm, we begin by restricting the domain for ln(x) to x ∈ [ 12 , 32 ], and calculating the natural loga-
rithm by Taylor series expansion; this is log_drx in the Haskell code.
log_dr,log_drx :: CR -> CR
log_dr x = if 3 <= t && t <= 5 then log_drx x
else mul2n (log_drx (sqrt x)) 1
where t = bits 2 x
log_drx x = y*power_series log_seq (+2) y where y = x - 1
This is not quite wide enough for a simple range reduction scheme, so we add log_dr which will handle arguments in
the range [ 1 , 9 ]. We could always choose to take the log(√x ) branch, but there would be a performance penalty for this.4 4
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resulted in a 3676 line proof ﬁle.
The exponential function is now relatively easy. For x ∈ (−1,1) the standard Taylor series performs adequately. In Haskell
we have
exp_dr = power_series exp_series (+3)
The classic range reduction for exp(x) now involves exploiting the identity exp(x) = 2n exp(x− n log(2))
exp x = if n < 0 then div2n (exp_dr s) (fromInteger (-n)) else
if n > 0 then mul2n (exp_dr s) (fromInteger n) else exp_dr s
where n = bits 0 (x/log2); s = x-fromInteger n*log2
In PVS the proofs of the four theorems and two type judgements resulted in a 2285 line proof ﬁle. A formal development
of all these results in PVS along with a PVS implementation is to be distributed with the NASA PVS library.
5. Use
The source ﬁle provided in this paper, can be used with either the hugs interpreter or compiled with ghc both of which
can be optionally installed from a Fedora Linux distribution. One easy way to play with the system is to use the interactive
interface ghci which loads the compiled object ﬁle to improve performance.
To ensure that the system uses exact arithmetic and not double precision ﬂoating arithmetic, we need to hint to the
system by including an explicit type. For example
sin(1e200*pi)
evaluates to the rather unfortunate 0.9927668804511484 using double precision ﬂoating point arithmetic, whereas
sin(1e200*(pi::CR))
evaluates to 0.0000000000000000000000000000000000000000, as expected.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents a small arbitrary precision calculator written and validated in PVS. To provide interest, the oper-
ations implemented include trigonometric functions as well as exponential and logarithm. The implementation strategy is
straightforward; and with a better quality range reduction than presented in this paper the technique can be made tolerably
eﬃcient. The PVS library has exactly 500 theorems and has 60511 lines of proof. It is distributed as part of the NASA library
for PVS.
Perhaps because of anticipating the use of a theorem prover to double-check the results, the speciﬁcation was found to
be defective in various minor ways. Nineteen bugs were detected by the use of PVS validation. Typically one or two too
few terms of Taylor series expansion were used or evaluation was one or two bits too inaccurate for the desired accuracy
of the output. It is still not clear how many of these bugs are genuine, in the sense that the original theorems are in fact
true, but the proofs are too complicated for the machinery available. In many cases the original algorithm was incorrect; for
example in one case, a copy–paste error within sin/cos was detected. In other cases the use of the ﬂoor function instead of
the ceiling function resulted in incorrect algorithms (multiplication and division).
No claim is made that the bounds provided in this paper are optimal. Indeed it is reasonably obvious that a better quality
implementation can be obtained by using better range reduction on the transcendental functions [10,11].
Appendix A. An exact real arithmetic for HASKELL
module Era where
import Ratio
import Char
data CR = CR_ (Int -> Integer)
digits :: Int -- number of printed decimal digits
digits = 40 -- (change as required)
instance Eq CR where x == y = approx (x-y) == 0
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max = binary 0 max
min = binary 0 min
instance Num CR where
x + y = binary 2 (+) x y
(CR_ x’) * (CR_ y’)
= CR_ (\p -> rnd ((x’ (p+sy)*y’ (p+sx))%2^(p+sx+sy)))
where x0 = abs (x’ 0)+2; y0 = abs (y’ 0)+2
sx = sizeinbase x0 2+3; sy = sizeinbase y0 2+3
negate (CR_ x’) = CR_ (\p -> negate (x’ p))
abs x = max x (negate x)
signum x = fromInteger (signum (approx x))
fromInteger n = CR_ (\p -> n*2^p)
instance Fractional CR where
recip (CR_ x’) = CR_ (\p -> let s = head [n | n <- [0..],3<=abs (x’ n)]
in rnd (2^(2*p+2*s+2)%(x’ (p+2*s+2))))
fromRational x = fromInteger (numerator x) / fromInteger (denominator x)
div2n,mul2n :: CR -> Int -> CR
div2n (CR_ x’) n = CR_ (\p -> if p >= n then x’ (p-n) else rnd (x’ p%2^n))
mul2n (CR_ x’) n = CR_ (\p -> x’ (p+n))
instance Floating CR where
pi = 16 * atan (1/5) - 4 * atan (1/239)
sqrt x = CR_ (\p -> floorsqrt (x’ (2*p))) where (CR_ x’) = x
log x = if t < 0 then error "log of negative number\n" else
if t <= 2 then - log (recip x) else
if t <= 8 then log_dr x else
{- 8 < t -} log_dr (div2n x n)
+ fromInteger (toInteger n)* log2
where t = bits 2 x; n = sizeinbase t 2 - 3
exp x = if n < 0 then div2n (exp_dr s) (fromInteger (-n)) else
if n > 0 then mul2n (exp_dr s) (fromInteger n) else exp_dr s
where n = bits 0 (x/log2); s = x-fromInteger n*log2
sin x = sin_rc (trig_rr x)
cos x = cos_rc (trig_rr x)
atan x = if t <= -20 then atan_dr (negate (recip x)) - piBy2 else
if t <= -4 then -piBy4 - atan_dr (xp1/xm1) else
if t <= 3 then atan_dr x else
if t <= 19 then piBy4 + atan_dr (xm1/xp1) else
{- t >= 20 -} piBy2 - atan_dr (recip x)
where t = bits 3 x; xp1 = x+1; xm1 = x-1
asin x = if t > 0 then pi / 2 - atan (s/x) else
if t == 0 then atan (x/s) else
{- t < 0 -} atan (s/x) - pi / 2
where t = bits 0 x; s = sqrt (1 - x*x)
acos x = pi / 2 - asin x
sinh x = (y - recip y) / 2 where y = exp x
cosh x = (y + recip y) / 2 where y = exp x
tanh x = (y - y’) / (y + y’) where y = exp x; y’ = recip y
asinh x = log (x + sqrt (x*x+1))
acosh x = log (x + sqrt (x*x-1))
atanh x = log ((1+x)/(1-x)) / 2
trig_rr :: CR -> (Integer,CR)
trig_rr x = (s ‘mod‘ 8, x-piBy4 * fromInteger s)
where s = rbits 2 (x/piBy4)
sin_rc,cos_rc :: (Integer,CR) -> CR
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if n == 1 then sqrt1By2*(c+s) else
if n == 2 then c else
if n == 3 then sqrt1By2*(c-s) else
{- n >= 4 -} -sin_rc(n-4,y)
where s = sin_dr y; c = cos_dr y
cos_rc (n,y) = sin_rc ((n+2) ‘mod‘ 8,y)
acc_seq :: (Rational -> Integer -> Rational) -> [Rational]
acc_seq f = scanl f (1%1) [1..]
exp_seq,log_seq,sin_seq,cos_seq,atan_seq :: [Rational]
exp_seq = acc_seq (\a n -> a*(1%n))
log_seq = [(if even n then -1 else 1)%n | n <- [1..]]
sin_seq = acc_seq (\a n -> -a*(1%(2*n*(2*n+1))))
cos_seq = acc_seq (\a n -> -a*(1%(2*n*(2*n-1))))
atan_seq = [(if even n then 1 else -1)%(2*n+1) | n <- [0..]]
exp_dr,log_dr,log_drx,sin_dr,cos_dr,atan_dr,atan_drx :: CR -> CR
exp_dr = power_series exp_seq (+3)
log_dr x = if 3 <= t && t <= 5 then log_drx x
else mul2n (log_drx (sqrt x)) 1
where t = bits 2 x
log_drx x = y*power_series log_seq (+2) y where y = x - 1
sin_dr x = x*power_series sin_seq (+2) (x*x)
cos_dr x = power_series cos_seq (+2) (x*x)
atan_dr x = x * atan_drx (x*x)
atan_drx = power_series atan_seq (+2)
power_series :: [Rational] -> (Int -> Int) -> CR -> CR
power_series ps terms (CR_ x’)
= CR_ (\p -> let t = terms p; p’ = p + l2t;
l2t = 2*sizeinbase (toInteger t+1) 2+6;
xr = x’ p’; xn = 2^p’; g xn = rnd ((xn*xr)%(2^p’))
in rnd (f (iterate g xn) (take t ps) % (2^l2t)))
where f _ [] = 0
f (x:xs) (c:cs) = let t = rnd (c*(x%1)) in
if t == 0 then 0 else t + f xs cs
piBy2,piBy4,log2,sqrt1By2 :: CR
piBy2 = div2n pi 1
piBy4 = div2n pi 2
log2 = -log_drx (recip (fromInteger 2))
sqrt1By2 = sqrt (recip (fromInteger 2))
instance Enum CR where toEnum = fromInteger . toInteger
fromEnum = fromInteger . rnd . toRational
instance Real CR where
toRational x@(CR_ x’) = x’ n % 2^n where n = digitsToBits digits
instance RealFrac CR where
properFraction x@(CR_ x’) = (fromInteger n, x - fromInteger n)
where n = x’ 0
digitsToBits :: Int -> Int
digitsToBits d = ceiling (fromIntegral d * (logBase 2.0 10.0)) + 4
bits,rbits :: Int -> CR -> Integer
bits n (CR_ x’) = x’ n
rbits n x = rnd (bits n x%2^n)
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binary :: Int -> (Integer -> Integer -> Integer) -> CR -> CR -> CR
binary 0 f (CR_ x’) (CR_ y’) = CR_ (\p -> f (x’ p) (y’ p))
binary n f (CR_ x’) (CR_ y’) = CR_ (\p -> rnd((f (x’ (p+n)) (y’ (p+n)))%2^n))
get_str :: Int -> CR -> String
get_str d x
= (if s then "-" else "") ++ zs ++ (if d>0 then ’.’:fs else "")
where b = digitsToBits d
ds = show (rnd ((bits b x*10^d)%2^b))
(s,ds’) = let s = head ds == ’-’
in (s, if s then tail ds else ds)
ds’’ = take (max (d+1-length ds’) 0) (repeat ’0’) ++ ds’
(zs,fs) = splitAt (length ds’’ -d) ds’’
instance Read CR where
readsPrec p = readSigned
where readSigned (’-’:s) = [(-k,t) | (k,t) <- readFloat s]
readSigned (’+’:s) = readFloat s
readSigned s = readFloat s
instance Show CR where
showsPrec p x = let xs = get_str digits x in
if head xs == ’-’ then showParen (p > 6) (showString xs)
else showString xs
readFloat :: ReadS CR
readFloat r = [(fromRational (n*10^^(k-d)),t) | (n,d,s) <- readFix r,
(k,t) <- readExp s]
where readFix r = [(read (ds++ds’), length ds’, t)
| (ds,’.’:s) <- lexDigits r,
(ds’,t) <- lexDigits s ]
readExp (e:s) | e ‘elem‘ "eE" = readExp’ s
readExp s = [(0,s)]
readExp’ (’-’:s) = [(-k,t) | (k,t) <- readDec s]
readExp’ (’+’:s) = readDec s
readExp’ s = readDec s
readDec s = [(read ds,t) | (ds,t) <- lexDigits s]
lexDigits :: ReadS String
lexDigits s = [(cs,t) | (cs@(_:_),t) <- [span isDigit s]]
sizeinbase :: Integer -> Int -> Int
sizeinbase n b
= f (abs n) where f n = if n <= 1 then 1 else 1 + f (n ‘div‘ toInteger b)
floorsqrt :: Integer -> Integer
floorsqrt x = until satisfy improve x
where improve y = floor ((y*y+x)%(2*y))
satisfy y = y*y <= x && x <= (y+1)*(y+1)
rnd :: Rational -> Integer
rnd x = floor (x+1/2)
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